MOLECULAR DOCKING: AN INNOVATIVE TOOL IN DRUG DESIGNING
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Abstract: Computer aided drug discovery (CADD) and development process is attaining rapid popularity, accomplishment and appreciation in drug discovery and potential drug development process. Molecular docking is a valid computational technique that enable to predetermine the best binding orientation amid the 3D structure of ligand and protein (drug molecule) with the aid of search algorithms. Scoring function is used to analyze the results by converting the overall interaction energy into numerical values namely docking scores This article furnish basic information regarding molecular docking, types and steps of molecular docking, search algorithms, scoring functions and applications of molecular docking.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual screening techniques are widespread today for novel drug discovery. Virtual screening enable rational drug discovery leading to effective direct drug screening and has the advantage of low cost1-3 Virtual screening are categorized into ligand based methods and structure based methods. Ligand based methods are applied when there are informations about active ligand molecules and little or no structural informations attainable about the targets. Here ligand based methods like pharmacophore modeling and QSAR (Quatitative Structure Activity Relationships) methods are utilized. Molecular docking studies are most popular technique in structure based drug discovery ever since early 1980s4 New drug discovery mainly depend on In-silico-chemico biological approach. Computer aided drug discovery (CADD) and development process is attaining rapid popularity, accomplishment and appreciation in drug discovery and potential drug development process.

Advantages of CADD are as follows:
1. Computational ability enables to modernize drug discovery and development process.
2. Biological and chemical information regarding the targets (proteins) and ligands aid in disclosing and optimizing novel drugs.
3. Development of in silico filters aid to eliminate chemical compounds with poor activity or poor absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion and toxicity (ADMET) and most promising candidates can be sorted out.
4. Novel drug targets can be identified and retrieved through protein data bank (PDB) which consist of database of target protein structures. Computer aided drug discovery (CADD) enable the discovery of novel drug candidate. (hits)
5. Novel potential drug can be discovered by virtually screening the drug candidates from a database5,6
Molecular docking

Molecular docking is a valid computational technique that enables to pre ascertain the interaction energy of two molecules to form a stable complex having overall minimum energy. Molecular docking method helps to predetermine the best binding orientation among the 3D structure of ligand and protein (drug molecule) with the aid of search algorithms. Proteins cavities have active sites which when come in contact with external compounds become active and the small molecules (ligands) fits within these protein cavities to make it active. Strength of binding affinity of ligand and protein can be calculated utilizing scoring function. (7,8)

In various stages of drug discovery, docking studies can be applied to:

a) Ascertain the binding mode of already ascertained ligands.

b) Discover novel, competent and potent ligands.

c) Predict the binding affinity of the ligand and the protein. (9)

Scoring function is used to analyze the results by converting the overall interaction energy into numerical values namely docking scores. Visualizing tools like Pymol, MGL tools, Rasmol etc help in visualizing the 3D pose of the bound ligand and ‘best fit of ligand’ can be inferred. The active site of the protein can be determined from the protein ligand interaction that further enable in protein annotation. Information regarding the free energy, binding energy and stability of the resultant complexes can be predicted by docking studies. Thus molecular docking is an attractive scaffold that plays a vital role in rational drug designing and drug discovery process. (10)

Types of Docking:

a) Rigid /Lock and Key Docking- Emil fischer (1894) proposed Lock and Key theory where specificity of an enzyme against its substrate in biological system rely on its complementary geometric shapes that aid in fitting precisely like a Lock and Key. In this docking, internal geometry of ligand and receptor is preserved.

b) Induced fit/ Flexible Docking- In this study, both the side chain of protein and ligand is maintained as flexible. The energy and surface cell occupancy of each conformation is also calculated. The main chain of the protein is also moved to integrate possible confirmations that occur during the interactions of the protein and ligand. Various attainable confirmations can be effectively evaluated by this method. Though this method may be time consuming and expensive, it is efficient and trustworthy. (11,12)

Various types of molecular interaction forces:

There are mainly four types of interaction forces.
1. Electrostatic force- Interactions include charge-charge, dipole-dipole, charge-dipole
2. Electrodynamic forcesVanderwaals interactions
3. Steric forces
4. Solvent related forces-constitute hydrophobic and hydrophilic (Hydrogen bonds) interactions. (13,4)

Steps in mechanics of molecular docking

Following are the various steps in molecular docking:

1. **Protein preparation**
   3D structure of the protein is retrieved PDB (protein data bank) this 3 D structure has to be pre processed by various processes like removing molecule, charge stabilization, missing residues filling, side chain generations etc.

2. **Prediction of active site**
   Numerous active sites may be present in the protein from which the concerned one should be sorted. The water molecules and other hetero atoms are removed.
3. Ligand Preparation
Retrieval of ligand can be made from databases such as Pub Chem, ZINC or it can be sketched with the aid of Chem sketch tool. Ligand can be selected as per LIPINSKI RULE OF 5 that help to discern drug like and non drug like candidates.

4. Docking
In docking, selected ligand is docked against protein and the resultant interactions are further analyzed with the aid of statistical scoring function that are converted to numerical values called as the docking score. (14, 15)

Search Algorithms
For a given complex (protein-protein and protein-ligand), all predictable optimum configurations consisting of relative position and orientation of the molecules are created by the algorithms. The energy of the individual interactions and resulting complex are also determined by these algorithms. Various algorithms for docking analysis are as follows: (16)

Random search or Stochastic methods
In this method random changes are produced to a single or group of ligands and thereafter evaluated by predefined probability function. Algorithms produce huge number of molecular confirmations depending on the probability criteria from which most favourable conformations are selected. The huge computational cost to generate all probable confirmations is a limitation. Random search or stochastic search that utilize various probability criterion of acceptance are involved in Genetic algorithm, Monte Carlo simulation. (17)

Monte carlo algorithm
Monte Carlo method employ random initial configuration of ligands in the active site that is thereafter scored depending on specific properties like energy. Monte carlo bring about ligand poses via bond rotation and rigid body rotation of translation. The resulting confirmation if passes after testing with an energy based selection criteria will be further saved and modified to create next confirmation. Compared to molecular dynamics the convenience of monte carlo is that consist of quite large changes that enable the ligand to easily cross the energy barriers potential energy surface. (18-20)

Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithm rely on natural genetics language and principles of biological evolution. In molecular docking, the particular ligand and protein arrangement is outlined by set of values specifying translation, confirmation and orientation of ligand with respect to protein. In genetic algorithm these parameters are called ‘state variable’ which correspond to genes in a chromosome. These parameters are encoded and stochastically changed which thereafter evaluated using fitness function. Fitness value in molecular docking is the total interaction energy of ligand protein. Depending on the fitness value, the genes are inherited by new chromosomes from both parent. In random mutation one gene of some offspring are changed by random amount. The mutation with better fitness value is only accepted. Solutions that are poorly suited to the environment die, whereas better suited ones reproduce. Genetic operators alter genes to bring about new ligand structure. With the aid of scoring function, these new ligand structures will be assessed and the surviving ones are utilized for next generation. Genetic algorithm is utilized in AutoDock, DIVALI, DARWIN and GOLD. (21)

Matching algorithm
Matching algorithm rely on molecular shape and chemical information to chart a ligand into the protein active site. Proteins and ligand is denoted as pharmacophore. Distance of the pharmacophore inside protein and ligand is computed for a match. New ligand conformations are ruled by distance matrix within the pharmacophore and matching ligand. (22-24) Matching algorithm is employed in DOCK, LibDock, SANDOCK and FLOG. (25-27)

Incremental construction
In incremental construction method, ligand is employed in a fragmental and incremental fashion into active site. Rotatable bonds are ruptured to form several fragments out of which one fragment is chosen to dock into the active site of the protein. Remaining fragments are added incrementally. Various orientations are created to fit into the active site. (28-30) The incremental construction method is employed in DOCK 4.0, SLIDE, eHiTS, FlexX etc. (31-33)
Molecular Dynamics

Molecular dynamics is a potent simulation method applied in molecular modeling. Molecular dynamics simulation utilizes both flexible ligand and protein more effectively compared to other algorithms but it has a disadvantage in progressing in very small steps that result in difficulties in breaking high energy conformational barriers that may result in inadequate sampling for local optimization. Molecular dynamics is more effective (34-36).

Exhaustive search algorithm

In exhaustive search algorithm, ligand confirmation are demonstrated by systematically rotating all probable rotatable bonds during a given interval. Exhaustive systematic search is restricted in large conformational space. Favourable initial ligand poses are spotted out by rough positioning and scoring methods. (37,38)

Scoring Function

After docking, the binding affinity which is the strength of non covalent interaction between two molecules can be predicted by mathematical methods namely scoring function. Design of consistent, accurate and reliable scoring function is vital for the virtual database screening. During docking studies, enormous ligand poses are generated and due to clashes with the proteins, some are instantly rejected. After conducting the docking studies between the ligand and the protein, the binding affinity (strength of the non-covalent interaction) between the ligand and the protein molecules are mathematically calculated. The experimental binding modes are distinguished from all other modes with the aid of search algorithms.

Scoring functions are based on physics that rely on molecular mechanics force fields. The total energy of the pose within the binding site are contributed by conformational changes occurs in the protein and ligand, internal rotations, solvent effect, free energy that arise due to protein ligand interactions, association energy of protein and ligand to form a single complex and free energy arise due to alterations in the vibrational modes. Strength of other inter molecular interactions (protein drug and protein DNA) are also calculated by scoring function. These scoring functions directly indicate the ligand-protein binding affinity, which means best scoring function indicate best binders. A stable system which means a likely binding interaction is denoted by a low or negative energy.

Scoring function is constituted by three expressions which are:

a) Ranking of the possible configurations
b) Ranking between various ligands and protein through virtual screening
c) According to the binding affinities one or more ligands are ranked against various proteins. (39)

Free energy estimations techniques are employed for generating scoring functions of the various ligands and protein docking complexes. It can be denoted by following equations:

\[
\Delta G_{\text{bind}} = \Delta G_{\text{solvent}} + \Delta G_{\text{conf}} + \Delta G_{\text{int}} + \Delta G_{\text{rot}} + \Delta G_{\text{trans/rot}} + \Delta G_{\text{vib}}
\]

\(\Delta G_{\text{solvent}}\) denote ineraction of ligand and protein with solvent

\(\Delta G_{\text{conf}}\) denote effect of conformational changes in ligand and protein

\(\Delta G_{\text{rot}}\) denote loss of free energy due to freezing rotatable bonds (entropic contribution)

\(\Delta G_{\text{int}}\) denote free energy of specific ligand protein interaction.

\(\Delta G_{\text{trans/rot}}\) denote loss of translational and rotational free energy due to the association of two bodies (ligand and protein) to form a single ligand and protein complex.

Scoring functions frame many assumptions and simplifications of the above terms. Scoring functions are of three types which are force-field based scoring, empirical scoring and knowledge based scoring. (38, 40)

Force-field based scoring

Force-field denote the energy of the system as a grand total of multiple non bonde terms (electrostatic interactions, van der Waals interactions and bond stretching or bond bending torsional forces) entailed in molecular recognition. Force-field methods avail variety force-field parameters to evolve Force-field based scoring function. (41)
Empirical scoring
Empirical scoring avail many intermolecular interactions calibrated with the aid of maximum experimental data. It utilize energy terms whose coefficients or weights rely on experimental datas generated from regression analysis with the aid of x-ray structures and experimentally obtained binding energies.(42)

Knowledge based scoring
Knowledge based scoring are invented to reproduce structures than binding energies. Knowledge based scoring aim to absolutely capture binding effects which are difficult to model specifically. A good balance among accuracy and speed is obtained from knowledge based scoring compared to empirical scoring and force-field based scoring. (43)

Applications of Molecular Docking (8-10)
Interaction of small molecule (ligand) and enzyme protein lead to inhibition or activation of enzyme. Docking studies can be beneficially used in the field of drug design and it applications include:

a) **Hit identification**: Huge database of potential drugs can be rapidly screen *insilico* with the aid of docking conjointly with scoring function to detect protein target of interest.

b) **Lead optimization**: Best possible orientation of the ligand molecule into the target protein can be predicted with docking. This enables to design more competent, selective and potent drug analogs.

c) **Bioremediation**: Docking studies may ascertain pollutants that may be degraded by pollutants.

d) **Drug DNA interaction**: Molecular docking predict binding property of a drug to nucleic acid. This help to explore the correlation amid structure of the drug along with its cytotoxicity. This help to implement structure modification to the drug to enable them to bind structure specifically to the target.

e) **Receptor Preparation**
Structure and binding site of the protein can be predicted

f) **Preparation of ligand**
PKa values are predicted for charged atom. Within a specific PH range, programmes are executed for all the attainable charge arrangements.

g) **Modern drug development**
Proposed medicine’s precision against homologous proteins can be detected. Protein protein interaction can be identified by detecting the interaction of protein with other proteins like cytochrome P450, protease etc.

Discussion
Molecular docking is an *in silico* method for novel drug discovery based on 3D structural complexes of drug molecule. Best binding structural complexes of ligand and protein can be attained with molecular docking studies, search algorithms and scoring functions that can be further utilized for future investigation, identification and interpretation of molecular properties. Molecular docking studies are safe, convenient and economic tool widely accepted in various fields of computational chemistry and for virtual screening of biologically active molecules.
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